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Nelman & Jay Saunter give us Raw Voltage, a sizzling banger
of a track that simply overflows with pure kinetic energy and
raw upfront power! What’s more the accompanying remixes
offer a fantastic cross-section of styles to create a really
versatile release. LOSO’s offering is just superb with some
excellent kick bass thunder that stomps and pounds out a top
notch groove. Meanwhile Darkmode gives an alternative angle
that is 100% forward thinking and fresh. Primal Beat make it
their own by stamping their sound all over the original and
their snappy, grooving clap work is just awesome. Finally
Alex Lemar & Tom Barkley give the bass a smooth edge and
section out the percussive elements out to create techno with
that progressive edge. Nelman is just unstoppable at the
moment with releases on a host of independent techno labels
including Darknet, Plastiq and FOS with some gaining time at
the top in the Beatport 100 Hard Techno Chart.

Raw Voltage (Original Mix)
Certainly not for the feint hearted this track lives up to its name with a raw energy that is second to none. The
thumping kick is accompanied by a distant acid line and an intense brain squelching needle of a noise. Ouch!

Raw Voltage (LOSO Recharged Remix)
Love the high voltage in this recharged remix! It comes with plenty of percussive changes that certainly keep the
vibe moving, meanwhile the slamming bass kick combo is a taste of pure pounding perfection. Ten out of ten!

Raw Voltage (Darkmode Remix)
Darkmode takes the less worn path with this broken beat thumper. Atmospheric sustained chords soften the hard
edged percussions and also help relieve some of the painful intensity caused by that needle of a noise.

Raw Voltage (Primal Beat Remix)
Superb remix from the Primal Beat brothers. They make fine use of the main sounds from the original, keeping the
vibe but signing it all with their own Primal Beat sound. Watch out for the clap, awesome, just awesome.

Raw Voltage (Alex Lemar & Tom Barkley Remix)
These guys offer up a smooth roller of a low end, they then nicely work in the synths and percussions. The end
product is a strong dancefloor centred remix that will be well suited in a variety of DJ sets.
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